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Abstract This paper focuses on the development of a competitive computer player for the one versus one Texas Hold’em poker using evolutionary algorithms (EA). A Texas Hold’em game engine is first constructed where an efficient odds calculator is programmed to allow for the abstraction of a player’s cards, which yield important but complex information. Effort is directed to realize an optimal player that will play close to the Nash equilibrium (NE) by proposing a new fitness criterion. Preliminary studies on a simplified version of poker highlighted the intransitivity nature of poker. The evolved player displays strategies that are logical but reveals insights that are hard to comprehend e.g., bluffing. The player is then benchmarked against Poki and PSOpti, which is the best heads-up Texas Hold’em artificial intelligence to date and plays closest to the optimal Nash equilibrium. Despite the much constrained chromosomal strategy representation, simulated results verified that evolutionary algorithms are effective in creating strategies that are comparable to Poki and PSOpti in the absence of expert knowledge. Keywords evolutionary algorithm, poker, game theory, Nash equilibrium



   Poker is a card game that is widely played by many around the world. In the recent decades, it has experienced an unprecedented surge in popularity owing to the prevalence of online poker, which made it more convenient for players to search for and join a poker game. In unison, the decreasing cost of computational power has also allowed the creation of Received September 15, 2008; accepted November 3, 2008 E-mail: [email protected]



strong computer players using artificial intelligence (A.I.). Much research had revolved around the game, not only to develop better strategies, but also using it as a means to study psychology, economics as well as the effectiveness of neural networks [1] and Bayesian networks [2]. Suitability of poker in such studies spans from a couple of factors. Firstly, it is a game of imperfect information [3] as some information of the game state e.g., the opponent cards, is not known to players at any one time. This differs in contrast to games of perfect information, e.g., chess, where all information is displayed on board. Secondly, poker is computationally less complex than other games of imperfect information, e.g., bridge. Despite this, the impact of this imperfect information trait is nonetheless not as negligible as that in scrabble [3]. Because of such dynamic nature, no computer player has ever beaten the human poker champion, unlike what had been achieved in chess [4]. Though computer players are getting better at the game from the current state of A.I. research, none is as yet, able to beat a human of grandmaster ranking in both the heads-up (one versus one) and multiple player versions consistently. With the goal of developing good poker strategies, evolutionary algorithm (EA) presents a viable means of evolving intelligence. EAs are inspired from Darwin’s theory of evolution and use processes like reproduction, mutation and natural selection to develop generations of strategies that follow the basic principle of survival of the fittest. A foreseeable advantage in this technique is its ability to produce good strategies with minimal, if not without, the use of expert knowledge. This allows the creation of objective strategies and possibly a discovery of those unthought-of before. According to John Holland, EAs can “solve complex problems even their creators themselves do not fully understand” [5]. This paper develops a poker A.I. that plays approximately at Nash equilibrium (NE) [6] using an EA that employs of-
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fline competitive co-evolution as the means of adaptation. The version of poker used is the heads-up pot-limit Texas Hold’em. The reason for aiming to achieve NE instead of maximizing winnings is due to the intransitive nature of poker. This implicates that attempts to develop players that win maximally against other players via offline evolutionary means might not be possible, unless excellent opponent modeling is present. Being able to create players that play at NE, e.g., at worst draw against any opponent [6], is crucial as a start point for developing good poker players. Based on the performance analysis of these players, insights on how well EAs can be applied to full-scale Texas Hold’em can then be made. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the more prominent works in the existing poker literature. Section 3 gives an overview of Texas hold’em. Section 4 introduces the game theoretic fundamentals of poker and Section 5 describes the game engine design. The proposed evolutionary model is elaborated in Section 6 and Section 7 highlights findings from a preliminary study. Section 8 presents and analyzes the simulated model results and efficiency of EA. Section 9 concludes with a broad summary of discussion on the result analysis as well as some possible future model improvements.



   Numerous techniques had been used to develop poker A.I. The most successful of these were developed by the Department of Computer Science, University of Alberta. Poki is one such A.I. that specializes in multiple-players pot-limit Texas Hold’em. The system structure [7] (Fig. 1) is segmented into hand-strength assessment, hand-potential assess-



Fig. 1



ment, betting strategy, bluffing, opponent modeling and unpredictability [8–10]. The A.I. makes use of probabilistic knowledge and selective-sampling simulation [11] to implement betting. Every time it is to make a decision, it will do a selective-sampling simulation to look ahead and determine its best course of action. A probability triplet which consists of three probabilistic numbers representing the probability of it folding, calling or raising, is returned. One action is then chosen randomly according to their probabilities. The opponent modeler is a component used to predict the next action of the opponents. During the development of the opponent modeling component, neural network was applied [12] to improve it. The biggest strength of Poki is its ability to adapt to its opponents’ style of play and exploit their weaknesses. PSOpti, the most successful heads-up pot-limit Texas Hold’em A.I. was also developed by the University of Alberta. It was the winner in both the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) Computer Poker Competitions in 2006 and 2007 [13]. The A.I. uses game theory to play poker [14]. Firstly, the game tree is simplified through abstraction of the game. Abstraction is done by reducing the number of betting rounds, eliminating some betting rounds, composing preflop and postflop models, and using bucketing techniques that group hands of similar value together. These reduce the complexity of solving the game tree from O(1018 ) to O(107 ). Linear programming is finally used to solve the smaller game tree. From the games it had played, PSOpti managed to beat all computer players (Table 1) and most of the human players, except those of master ranking and above (Table 2). The strength of PSOpti lies in playing close to the NE by using a pseudo-optimal strategy



Overall architecture of Poki
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Performance of the various computer players against one another [14]



Progam



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



PSOpti1



X



+0.090



+0.091



+0.251



+0.156



+0.047



+0.546



+0.635



PSOpti2



–0.090



X



+0.069



+0.118



+0.054



+0.045



+0.505



+0.319 +0.118



PSOpti0



–0.091



–0.069



X



+0.163



+0.135



+0.001



+0.418



Aadapti



–0.251



–0.118



–0.163



X



+0.178



+0.550



+0.905



+2.615



Anti-Poki



–0.156



–0.054



–0.135



–0.178



X



+0.385



+0.143



+0.541



Poki



–0.047



–0.045



–0.001



–0.550



–0.385



X



+0.537



+2.285



Always call



–0.546



–0.505



–0.418



–0.905



–0.143



–0.537



X



=0.000



Always raise



–0.635



–0.319



–0.118



–2.615



–0.541



–2.285



=0.000



X



Table 2



Humans vs. PSOpti2 [14]



      



Hands



Posn 1



Posn 2



sb·h−1



Master-1 early



1147



–0.324



+0.360



+0.017



Master-1 late



2880



–0.054



+0.396



+0.170



Experienced-1



803



+0.175



+0.002



+0.088



Experienced-2



1001



–0.166



–0.168



–0.167



Experienced-3



1378



+0.119



–0.016



+0.052



Texas Hold’em is played with a standard 52-cards deck by 2 to 10 players. It is different from normal poker as community cards rules are included. This offers more strategic depth and less luck factor; making it one of the most popular [18] poker variant that is played today.



Experienced-4



1086



+0.042



–0.039



+0.002



3.1 Game rules



Intermediate-1



2448



+0.031



+0.203



+0.117



Novice-1



1277



–0.159



–0.154



–0.156



Player



All opponents



15125



–0.015



that displays almost no exploitable weakness. However, it employs no opponent modeling, which makes it less capable of exploiting much weaker opponents as compared to other poker A.I. systems. Apart from conventional means, EAs have also been used in poker research. Barone and While [15] applied EA to a simplified version of poker where they had a player with evolving strategies play many games against fixed opponents. The strategies for each situation are the ones undergoing evolution rather than the player itself. Experimental results indicate that the evolving player performs better against fixed opponents as generations elapse. However, the player takes many generations before it can fully exploit the fixed opponents. This makes it infeasible for playing against real opponents, where games do not last so many rounds and opponents are not fully static. In view of the complexity in poker, the authors also used EA to find specialized intransitive countering strategies [16]. Another application of EAs in poker was postulated by Frans Oliehoek et al. to calculate NE using coevolution [17]. The experiment was done on a simplified version of poker with only 8 cards. The objective is to verify if the use of EA can help speed up the calculation to achieve an optimal strategy. Results show that not many generations are needed to achieve a strategy that plays relatively close to NE in the 8-cards variant. This highlights the possibility of applying EA to a larger scale of the game.



A game round is divided into four stages–Preflop, Flop, the Turn and the River. Each stage is differentiated from another by the number of community cards revealed. In the pot-limit version, stakes are determined by the small bet and big bet amounts, where the big bet is typically twice of the small bet. 3.1.1 Posting of blind Before every round begins, blinds are posted by the first two players – the dealer and player on his/her left. The dealer pays an amount equal to half the small bet while the second player pays a full small bet. These are called the big blind and small blind, respectively. The cards will then be shuffled and two cards will be distributed to each player. 3.1.2 Preflop Preflop is the first stage of betting. Betting will start with the player left of the small blind, i.e., the third player. During his/her turn, a player can choose one of three actions–fold, call and raise. If the player chooses fold, he/she will be out of the game immediately. If the action is call, the player will have to bet as much money as needed to match the highest stake from any of the other players at that point in the game. If the player chooses to raise, not only does he/she need to match the highest stake, he/she also has to add an additional amount that is equivalent to that of a small bet to the highest stake, thereby creating a new highest stake. After this, the turn goes in a clockwise manner around the table. Betting will continue until everyone that is still in the game calls, which will then conclude this stage. It is to be noted that the
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stake can only be raised three times during each stage. 3.1.3 Flop The Flop stage commences after Preflop ends. In this stage, three community cards will be dealt and revealed faced up on the table. These are cards that any player can use to form combinations of five cards with the cards on their hands. Quality of the combinations is used to determine the winner at the end of the game. After the three cards are revealed, betting will resume with players that are still in the game taking turns to choose their actions. Beginning with the dealer, this will proceed clockwise just as in the Preflop. Also, betting will continue until everyone still in the game calls and the stakes can only be raised three times. 3.1.4 Turn In the Turn that comes after Flop, an additional community card will be dealt face up. Betting proceeds just as it was done in the previous two stages. In the Turn and the River, the raise amount is increased to the big bet amount. Each time a player raises, the raise has to be the amount equivalent to the big bet, instead of the small bet like in the previous stages. 3.1.5 River The River marks the last of the four stages where a final community card is dealt face up to bring the total number of community cards to five. The raise amount remains fixed at the big bet and betting proceeds just as it was done in the previous three stages. 3.1.6 Showdown If there is only one player left after the end of the River, he/she will be the automatic winner of that round. Otherwise, a showdown will occur where contending players take turns to reveal the two cards on hand or choose to withdraw without revealing their cards (called “muck”). Players will form the best possible combination of five-cards with the community cards and his/her two cards. The cards are ranked and the player with the best combination wins the



round and all the money in the pot. In the event of a tie, pot winnings will be shared among all tied players. Fig. 2 shows the various combinations in poker. For details on the ranking of combinations, refer to Appendix A. 3.2 Playing good poker Various forms of skills are required to master the game of poker. Some important ones include hand-strength evaluation, risk-rewards analysis, taking into account factors such as player position, bluffing, unpredictability and psychology. 3.2.1 Hand-strength evaluation The most important skill in poker is to be able to evaluate the goodness of one’s cards. This informs a player of his chances of winning and subsequently helps him to decide on the action to take. Intuitively, a player should raise more often if his chances of winning is high to maximize winnings; and fold earlier if his chances of winning is low to minimize losses. 3.2.2 Risk-rewards analysis Despite occasions where a player’s chances of winning are not that good, he should also call and stay in the game when the amount in the pot is very large as compared to the amount he has to bet. For example, paying a call amount of $2 to get a potential to win $50 in the pot is a good risk to take despite having a low chance of winning. 3.2.3 Player position It is known that players at later positions have greater advantages than those at earlier positions, owing to their ability to observe the actions of most players before making choices. Such information reveals how confident other players are of their chances of winning. It is to be noted that player position, however, plays a lesser role in games with fewer players. 3.2.4 Bluffing As poker is a game of imperfect information, not only does a player not know about his exact chance of winning, his oppo-



Fig. 2 Name of poker card combinations
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nents are equally uncertain. To maximize winnings, players have to play on this fact. At times, they have to make the opponents believe they have a better hand than what they actually have, so as to trick them into folding. To be effective, this has to be done with caution and good timing. 3.2.5 Unpredictability Unpredictability is necessary to make it difficult for opponents to find weaknesses in a player. A player who plays predictably will be exploited by his opponents in no time. Thus, a good player is one which will vary his style of game play in order to prevent opponents from forming an accurate model of his strategy. 3.2.6 Psychology Finally, a right interpretation of the opponents’ style of game play is crucial to play well in poker. An accurate opponent model allows a player to predict his opponent’s actions and hence, achieve maximum winnings against him.



      ! Poker is a sequential, stochastic, zero-sum game of imperfect information. To devise a good evolution model for developing strategies that play approximately at NE for a game of such nature, a good understanding of the game theoretic fundamentals is essential. 4.1 Nash equilibrium NE is defined as the state where no player stands to gain anything by changing his/her strategy unilaterally. In games of perfect information, pure strategies [19] are used to iden-
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tify the NE. A pure strategy is one where every scenario that is represented in the strategy space corresponds to a single action that is always performed with a probability of 1. In contrast, a mixed strategy is one where a player’s action to each scenario is determined by a probability distribution of all allowed actions. To achieve NE in games of imperfect information, players have to employ a mixed strategy. This can be reasoned through the following discussions. 4.2 Illustration of game theory for poker As a full scale Texas Hold’em is too complex to be solved theoretically, a simplified variation of poker is used in the following illustrations. Consider a two-player poker where a game consists of only one stage and a betting round. At the start, each player posts $1 as blind. During his/her turn, the player can fold or call, but with no option to raise. If he calls, he pays an additional $1; if he folds, he is out of the game. In this variation, there are only three cards, numbered 1, 2 and 3, with a larger number being a better card. Figure 3 shows the game tree of the simplified poker, where pij is the probability that player i should call if he has card j. To achieve NE, all players must play the most possible way beneficial to themselves. From the game tree, it is observed that some actions are simply bad action for player 2, e.g., calling when he has the card value 1. In some scenarios, it is also always good to call, e.g., when the card value is 3. For player 1, it is always good to call if he has card 3. By observation, the solutions for p21 , p23 and p13 can be found to be p21 = 0,



p23 = 1,



p13 = 1



The expected payoff, E for each player can be derived using



Fig. 3 Game tree of simplified poker variant from player 1’s perspective. Numbers in hold are the pay-offs of player 1. Pay-offs of player 2 are just the negative of player 1’s pay-offs. Dotted circles indicate ignorance of player 1, i.e., the player does not know what card the opponent has.
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the Law of total probability.



Table 3



Nash strategy for simplified poker Probability of calling



E(Player 1’s payoff) =E1 1 1 = × × {(p11 )[(p22 )(−2) + (1 − p22 )(1)] 3 2 + (1 − p11 )(−1)} 1 1 + × × [(p11 )(−2) + (1 − p11 )(−1)] 3 2 1 1 + × × [(p12 )(1) + (1 − p12 )(−1)] 3 2 1 1 + × × [(p12 )(−2) + (1 − p12 )(−1)] 3 2 1 1 + × ×1 3 2 1 1 + × × [(p22 )(2) + (1 − p22 )(1)] 3 2 1 1 1 1 = p11 (1 − 3p22 ) + p22 + p12 − 6 6 6 3 E (Player 2’s payoff) =E2 = − E1 1 1 1 1 = − p11 (1 − 3p22 ) − p22 − p12 + 6 6 6 3 From above, it is observed that the expected payoff maximization for player 1 is limited only to the adjustment of parameters p11 and p12 . As a larger p12 gives a larger E1 , we can set p12 = 1. This leaves us with only parameter p11 for player 1 whose value is to be determined. Likewise, player 2 is left with parameter p22 . Expected payoffs of both players can now be expressed as E1 =



1 1 1 p11 (1 − 3p22 ) + p22 − 6 6 6



1 1 1 E2 = − p11 (1 − 3p22 ) − p22 + 6 6 6 With these equations, it is found that the expected payoff of either player is dependent on the strategy of another player. As NE is the state where no player will be exploitable, the values of p11 and p22 can be found by solving ∂E1 ∂E2 = 0 and = 0, ∂p22 ∂p11 ⇒



∂E1 ∂E2 1 1 1 1 = − p11 + = 0 and = p22 − = 0 ∂p22 2 6 ∂p11 2 6



1 1 and p22 = . The mixed strat3 3 egy at NE (which is also the optimal strategy) is as shown in Table 3:



Therefore , we have p11 =



Card value Player 1 Player 2



1



2



3



1/3



1



1



Player 1 called



0



1/3



1



Player 1 folded



NA



NA



NA



With these strategies, it is found that: 1 E1 = − , 9



E2 =



1 9



4.3 Discussion on calculation result From the result, several observations can be made. First, to achieve NE for full scale poker, decision making must be modeled by a mixed strategy, e.g., a probability triplet which uses separate probabilities to denote the tendencies to fold, call and raise. Since a strategy consists of a set of rules for all decision nodes in a game tree and that a node is reached only via traversing branches, information that reflects the node which the game is currently on is necessary for a player to attain NE. Information that is to be supplied to players are the cards (on both player’s hand and community table) and history of opponent’s and player’s actions. Second, it can be seen that there are three types of strategies in zero-sum games. NE or optimal strategies are those that will not lose nor exploit the weaknesses of other strategies. Intransitive strategies, in contrast, are those that are likely to draw with the optimal strategies, but are not optimal themselves. They tend to beat some strategies by huge margins but are in turn counter-able by some others. For instance, strategy (p11 = 1, p12 = 1, p13 = 1) will achieve   1 as the optimal stratthe same expected payoff E1 = − 9   1 egy p11 = , p12 = 1, p13 = 1 if player 2 is also playing 3   1 at his optimal strategy p21 = 0, p22 = , p23 = 1 . How3 ever, if player 2 changes his strategy to (p21 = 0, p22 = 1 1, p23 = 1), player 1’s pay-off becomes E1 = − , which is 3 worse; indicating that player 1’s strategy is counter-able in this case. Poor strategies are those that will lose to the optimal strategies and probably also those of other types as well. An example of such a strategy is (p11 = 1, p12 = 0, p13 = 0). These observations help us to identify key features to look out for when designing the evolutionary model. It needs to be able to eliminate all poor strategies and discern the optimal strategy from those equally competent but exploitable ones, e.g., intransitive strategies.
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" #         Several objects are necessary for the design of a poker game engine. They are the card, deck, player, a poker game, player AI, odds calculator and a Graphic User Interface (GUI). 5.1 Basic game elements The card is an object that consists of a face value (A, K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2) of type integer and a suit of selfdefined type (♠, ♣, , ). An integer called the value is also included which is an enumeration of the face value and suit. A deck consists of an array of card objects in a particular arrangement. The deck need to supply the function to shuffle the deck and to deal a card from the top of the deck. The player is an object that contains a hand of two cards, the player’s status (playing, folded, etc.), amount of money, fitness, name, A.I. type, history, etc. The player object needs to provide the functions to draw a card from the deck and to make a decision. A poker game object will handle all proceedings of the poker game. It contains a deck object, a number of player objects equal to the defined number of players, the pot amount, the bet amount and the community cards. It needs to provide functions to start the round and to retrieve the winner of the round. Finally, a player AI object is a decision making model for the player. A player, if initialized with a particular AI object, will invoke a decision making function from its AI class whenever it needs to take an action. For an evolving AI, the AI object will also need to receive feedback from the poker game so as to implement the evolutionary procedures. Upon completion of the design for the various elements, the program was coded with Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Express Edition.
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intensive as very few cards are revealed. This would also mean that there are as much as 169 possible combinations which each player could have. Calculation via the enumeration technique is thus performed outside the program and the results are then hard-coded. When a player calls the preflop odds calculator, a binary search is done to find the odds corresponding to its hand cards from the table of odds. In the flop stage, it is difficult to attain optimum memory-speed trade-off as pure online calculation is too slow and pure lookup table is too large. A mixture of the two techniques is used. For the turn and river stages, pure online calculation is used due to relatively faster computation. 5.3 Graphical user interface A graphical user interface (GUI) was also developed for the game engine. Its primary purpose is to test and debug the program. As poker is a game that is visual in nature, having a GUI also makes it much simpler to detect errors. When the program first starts, it will appear as in Fig. 4, with three buttons–run, pause and step. Initially, pause is disabled. When run is clicked, the simulation starts and proceeds without interruption. Once the simulation is running, pause becomes clickable. If pause is clicked, simulation pauses (Fig. 5) and the current game state, e.g., generation, round of this generation, cards, etc. is displayed. The step button can be clicked when the simulation is paused to advance the sim-



5.2 The odds calculator The odds calculator is an important component for the implementation of AI. It is used to calculate a player’s chance of winning if it is to reach the showdown stage with the current objective information that is available to it. This encompasses information about the cards in its hand, community cards, game stage and number of players. The calculator will transform the above information into a probability value from 0 to 1, whose magnitude represents the player’s chance of winning. With such means, a computer player is able to interpret pieces of complex information. Because of its high usage, it is crucial to write an efficient odds calculator. In terms of actual implementation, a separate odds calculator is written for each stage of the game. This is due to the different number of community cards at each stage of the game. In the preflop stage, online calculation of odds is very



Fig. 4



Initial state of the GUI



Fig. 5 The GUI at a paused simulation
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ulation by one event, such as when the player performs the action “call”. With the completion of GUI, extensive testing was done on the game engine to ensure that it works correctly, efficiently and without errors. This was done with the GUI and debugger program provided in Visual C++.



$       With game theory providing the guidelines, an evolutionary model is formulated to evolve strategies that play close to the NE. 6.1 Background on evolutionary algorithm Before formulating the evolutionary model, an understanding of EAs is necessary. EA is a branch of computational intelligence techniques that originates from the biological theory of natural evolution–encompassing natural selection, reproduction, heredity and mutation. It states that all organisms have their own unique genetic make-up. When organisms reproduce, their genes are passed on to the next generation, of which, some are altered occasionally via mutation during the process. All organisms are tested by the environment and by one another, where only the fittest survive to pass on their genes to subsequent generations. Over time, only those with genes that are best suited for the environment is left. EA uses precisely this concept to solve complex computational problems via a population of candidates - each being a possible solution to the problem. The candidates are tested and sorted by their performance (or fitness level), where those that perform best will get to “reproduce”. A candidate may also be mutated slightly so as to widen the search scope. After substantial iterations, the algorithm should produce a solution that is optimal or near optimal for the problem. Other than cross-breeding and mutation, EA also uses techniques that are absent in the natural world to improve its performance and efficiency. Two such examples are elitism and niching. The prior clones the best candidates and replicates their exact genetic makeup in the next generation to ensure that good solutions are not lost via evolution. The latter penalizes candidates with very similar characteristics by reducing their chances of reproduction. This preserves the population diversity and widens the search capability of EA. 6.2 Co-evolution model A co-evolution model–one where all the candidates play against and reproduce with one another after every roundrobin tournament, is used. In a round of tournament, each candidate in a population of 100 will play against every other



for 100 rounds of poker so that individual fitness can be evaluated. Although a mere 100 rounds is considered small for eliminating the element of luck in a game of chance like poker, a necessary trade-off is needed to reduce the overall computational complexity. After fitness assessment, candidates are sorted according to their fitness levels. The top 10% are cloned and replicated in the next generation (Elitism). The remaining population is filled up with off-spring created from the current generation via a sequential process of selection, crossover and mutation. Selection is done using tournament selection, where pairs of candidates are randomly picked from the parent population of which the fitter in each pair is chosen to reproduce. From the pool of selected individuals, genetic variation is introduced. In crossover, two randomly selected individuals will exchange traits such that the off-spring’s genes – comprising of a number pair {fold, raise} thresholds, will be chosen from one of its parents with a 50-50 chance. After crossover, each gene is mutated with a 20% probability. If mutation does occur, a normally distributed random number with mean equal to the original value and standard deviation equal to 0.1 will be generated to replace the old raise and fold threshold values of that gene. A generation is deemed to have elapsed in the evolution sense whenever a new population of offspring is formed. 6.3 Strategy model and chromosomal representation From Section 4, it is known from game theory that the history of players’ actions and their cards are two crucial pieces of information that is supplied to candidates. The ability to process such information becomes imperative for candidates to make effective decisions. As both information types can well assume many values, it is practically impossible to consider all possibilities; and abstractions of information will have to be used instead. To design such abstractions, the ease of human interpretation is to be taken into consideration as well. To abstract the card combinations, the hand strength which reflects chances of winning with the cards is used. This ranges from 0 to 1 and is computed using the odds calculator as described earlier. In contrast to hand strength, the history of actions is a very complex piece of information, which represents the sequence of events from the start of game to a player’s turn, right down to every single detail. To make appropriate abstraction, some standard poker information such as the player’s position in the game, total raise and fraction of raise made by the opponent are used. As the poker variant used is for two players, a player’s position is not that vital and is discarded to reduce the data size. Conversely, both total raise and opponent’s raise abstract, to a certain extent, information on the branches of the game tree that the
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game is currently moving on. Moreover, both are fairly interpretable by humans. In typical games played amongst human players, the total amount of raise actually determines the pot size. The larger the pot, the more likely players will call than raise. The fraction of raise that was made by the opponent can be used to determine how confident he is of his chance of winning. The higher the value, the more likely a player should fold. Via the above information abstractions, a strategy model can then be formulated (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).
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prior is always smaller than the latter. In totality, the array size for Preflop and Flop is 36 and that for Turn and River is 54. Whenever a candidate is required to make a decision, it looks up the 3-D table for the slot that contains the intervals that matches its HS, OR and TR. It will then generate a random number from a uniform distribution U [0,1] and compare it with the fold and raise thresholds. The candidate folds if the number is smaller than the fold threshold, calls if it is between both thresholds and raises if otherwise. All the fold and raise threshold values are randomly initialized at the start of simulation and subjected to changes during the course of evolution. 6.4 Fitness criterion



Fig. 6 Strategy structure for Preflop and Flop



A fitness criterion is proposed to evaluate a candidate’s goodness using guidelines from the game theoretic analysis in Section 4. Every candidate starts off with zero fitness and after every 100 rounds of game play between a candidate pair, fitness of each candidate in the pair is updated. The candidate who lost will have its fitness reduced while the candidate who won will have its fitness left unchanged. Reduction in the loser’s fitness is set to be the square of the amount of money it loses in the game. This is mathematically expressed as N  2 Fi = − [U (−Wij )] . (1) j=1



Fig. 7



Strategy structure for the Turn and River



Multi-dimensional arrays are used to represent the structure of strategies in the model. The hand strength (HS) and opponent raise (OR) are divided into three equal intervals– low, medium and high. As the raise amount during Preflop and Flop (e.g., $2) is different from that during the Turn and River (e.g., $4), distinct structures are used. Intervals for total raise (TR) are not evenly distributed as TR is more often low than high in a game of poker. The intervals are thus made smaller at the low end but greater at the high end to ensure that all slots will be looked-up more evenly. TR is divided into two intervals–low and high in Preflop and Flop; and three intervals–low, medium and high for postflop stages. Decision making is based on probability triplets in order to implement a similar optimal strategy as discussed in Section 4. In each slot, there are two numbers which represent the fold and raise thresholds respectively, of which, the



where Fi is the fitness of candidate i, N is the total number of candidates, Wij is the money won by candidate i against candidate j and  x, x  0, U (x) = (2) 0, otherwise. In this way, conditions necessary to achieve NE could be satisfied. Though an optimal player will not lose and has practically no weakness, it could well still lose within a mere 100 rounds due to bad luck, though not by much. To distinguish these players from those that will lose exceptionally heavily to certain strategies, square of the money lost, rather than just the money lost is deducted if a candidate loses. This ensures that a candidate who has weaknesses is penalized heavily whilst a candidate who just loses due to a bad hand will not be penalized as much. In conjunction, as the optimal strategy is not meant to be a counter to any specific strategy, the amount of money that the winner wins is not added to its fitness. This prevents a player who is only good in beating certain players from having its fitness pumped up when it meets opponents that are vulnerable to exploitation by its strategy.
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This above is best verified with an example scenario. Let A denote candidates that play with near-optimal strategies. Let B denote candidates that draw with A but are very good against some other candidates and also has weaknesses against others. Let C refer to players that are simply poor. In a population consisting of A, B and C, A will beat C and draw with B such that candidates of A will have fitness approximately equal to zero. Although B will beat C and also draw with A, some candidates from B will exploit others from B as well. Though the exploiter wins lots of money, its fitness is not increased as winnings are not added. The exploited, however, suffer a heavy drop in fitness due to a reduction in the square magnitude. Overall, fitness in order of the highest to lowest will be A, B and C.



Fi =



N 



Wij



j=1



With this criterion, it is hypothesized that intransitivity will play a major role as a player with higher winnings is most likely to be one which can counter the strategies of others. The experiment was carried out with a population of 100 and the following results are obtained after 500 generations (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10).



% &     A preliminary study is conducted to verify the correctness of the evolutionary model. It is adjusted and applied to the simplified poker variant as defined in Section 4. At the same time, several fitness criteria are tested to determine the one most suited for obtaining the NE.



Fig. 9 Plot of fold thresholds of the winner of each generation for position 1 with fitness criterion 1



7.1 Strategy model for simplified poker The strategy model consists of a two-dimensional array, with one dimension denoting the card (1, 2 or 3) and the other dimension representing the position (1st or 2nd ). Inside each element, there is a real number f between 0 and 1 that denotes the fold threshold (Fig. 8).



Fig. 8



Strategy array of the strategy model for the simplified poker



Whenever a player makes a decision, a random number is generated in the range 0 to 1. The player will fold if the number is smaller than the fold threshold and call if otherwise. With the tournament and co-evolution settings kept unchanged, several distinct fitness criteria are tested to examine their effects on the behavior of strategies that emerged via evolution. Comparison is done to ascertain the criterion that is most suitable to obtain the NE strategy. 7.2 Fitness criterion equivalent to winnings The first fitness criterion to be tested is one where winnings of a poker player correlate positively with its fitness level. This is expressed mathematically as



Fig. 10 Plot of fold thresholds of the winner of each generation for position 2 with fitness criterion 1



Figures 9 and 10 depict plots of fold thresholds of the winners in each generation. As expected, f12 and f13 are 0, implying that a player holding card 2 or 3 at position 1 should call with probability 1. In accordance to the theoretical calculations in Section 4, f21 and f23 are also found to be 1 and 0, respectively. However, the values of interest, e.g., f11 and f22 tends to exhibit fluctuating behavior as shown in Fig. 11. From comparison, it is observed that both plots track one another closely. As f11 increases, f22 also increases a few generations later, and as f11 decreases, f22 decreases likewise within the next few generations. This highlights the intransitive nature of poker. The average variance of f11 from generation 400 to 500 is 0.065341 while that of f22 is
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0.066685. Also of interest is the mean of fluctuations. From generation 400 to 500, the mean of f11 is 0.66829 and that of f22 is 0.59689, which are rather close to the calculated optimal strategy of 0.6666 and 0.6666, respectively.



Fig. 13 Plot of fold thresholds of the winner of each generation for position 2 with fitness criterion 2



Fig. 11 Comparison of plots of f11 and f22



7.3 Fitness criterion excluding winnings and deducting squares of losses The second fitness criterion to be tested is the one originally proposed during the design of the evolutionary model, that is:  N  x, x  0 2 [U (−Wij )] where U (x) = Fi = − 0, otherwise j=1



erion, one of even higher power is experimented. The fitness level equation that is raised to the power of 20 is expressed as N  Fi = − [U (−Wij )]20 j=1



The results after 500 generations are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. As seen, the magnitude of fluctuations is further reduced, but only insignificantly. Average variances of f11 and f22 are 0.028717 and 0.024055. Their means are 0.67205 and 0.73729 from generation 400 to 500.



The results, after 500 generations are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Values of f12 , f13 , f21 and f23 are similar to that of the previous fitness criterion. Though signs of intransitivity are still observed, the fluctuations are of smaller magnitude. Average variance of f11 and f22 from generation 400 to 500 are also smaller at 0.037467 and 0.034844, implying that this fitness criterion does reduce the intransitivity element of the evolutionary process. The mean of f11 is 0.67425 and mean of f22 is 0.70171 from generation 400 to 500. 7.4 Fitness criterion with higher power Because of encouraging signs from the previous fitness crit-



Fig. 12 Plot of fold thresholds of the winner of each generation for position 1 with fitness criterion 2



Fig. 14 Plot of fold thresholds of the winner of each generation for position 1 with fitness criterion 3



Fig. 15 Plot of fold thresholds of the winner of each generation for position 2 with fitness criterion 3
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7.5 Discussion on preliminary findings As far as the reduction of intransitivity in the evolutionary process is concerned, it is found that the criterion where the fitness level is determined by the power of losses is better than the criterion where fitness is equated with winnings. On a side note, it is also found that higher power leads to greater reduction in the fluctuation magnitude. However, this reduction is inconsequential when compared to the amount of complexity that is introduced. Considering all factors, the originally proposed fitness criterion with the power of two will be used for the subsequent simulation studies. Finally, it can be deduced that it is still possible to obtain the optimal values for f11 and f22 by finding the average of fluctuations after many generations.



would not want to raise in this situation so as to avoid losing even more. The strategy that is evolved by the EA also derives this accurately as can be seen from the plots in Fig. 18, e.g., a high raise threshold coupled with a low fold threshold signify that the player should call. However, it is to be noted that fluctuations can also be seen. This is most likely due to the uncertainty in the nature of this risk and the in-



' (     Upon confirmation from the preliminary study, the experiment can now be conducted on a full scale game of Texas Hold’em. Using the programmed Texas Hold’em game engine and evolutionary model defined previously, the experiment is conducted on a shared server with two Xeon dualcore 3.0GHz processors and 8GB memory. In effect, the program runs at a speed of 3.0GHz. The simulation is performed for a total of 271 generations. An attempt is then made to actualize the Nash optimal strategy by averaging all winner strategies in the last 100 generations. Analysis of the behavioral outcomes is presented in the ensuing subsections.



Fig. 16 Plot of fold and raise thresholds against generation for the situation “opponent raise is high, total raise is low and hand strength is low” for Preflop/Flop (a) and Turn/River (b)



8.1 Verification of results To verify the functionality of EA, some straight forward results will be examined first. From Fig. 16, it can be observed that the thresholds for high OR, low TR and low HS increases as the generation advances, indicating that it is best to fold in these situations which is expected. If OR is high, the opponent is confident of winning. If TR is low, the reward for taking the risk of betting is poor. When HS is low, the chance of winning is bad. Combining all factors, we observe that EA is accurate by folding in this situation. With high HS and zero TR, both thresholds decrease as the generation advances (Fig. 17). This indicates that it is always desirable to raise in this situation. This is logically sound as a player with good HS would want to maximize its own winnings. With zero TR, the winning is very little and can only be maximized by raising the bet. For the case when TR is high, a player would want to call even if its chance of winning is low, as the amount that it could potentially win is worth the risk. However, the player



Fig. 17 Plot of fold and raise thresholds against generation for the situation “total raise is 0 and hand strength is high” for Preflop/Flop (a) and Turn/River (b)
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various levels {low, med, high} of OR and TR are also explored in both the Preflop/Flop (Figs. 20–23) and Turn/River (Figs. 24–29) stages. Strategy plots of threshold values against HS are shown below. A particular setting e.g. “OR is low and TR is med” is represented by a unique pair of lines with the higher and lower one denoting raise and fold thresholds respectively. Pairs of lines that correspond to different settings are distinguished by dotted, solid or dashed lines. From the collection of all figures, it is observed that the



Fig. 18 Plot of fold and raise thresholds against generation for the situation “high opponent raise, high total raise and low hand strength” for Preflop/Flop (a) and Turn/River (b)



transitivity factor. The above results certify the credibility of the evolutionary model; that the population gets better as more generation elapses. The next subsection will analyze and explore insights of the evolved EA strategy. 8.2 Analysis of the evolved EA strategy After the 271 generations of evolution, a final strategy is determined by finding mean thresholds of the winners in the last 100 generations. This evolved strategy is then analyzed. When TR is 0, e.g., when a player first starts off a round, his decision is made primarily using the HS information. As shown in Fig. 19, the strategy proposes unequivocal use of fold and raise for low and high HS respectively in all stages as shown by the similar fold and raise threshold values. For a medium HS, differences in threshold values indicate a lower tendency to call during Preflop/Flop as compared to the Turn/River. In the Preflop/Flop, the player alternates between calling and raise periodically since the probability of winning or acquiring a high HS in the subsequent stages, conditioned on a medium HS, is rather high. Such behavior could be spurred by a desire to boost the value of the empty pot. In contrast, winning in the Turn/River is mostly conditioned on having a high HS as much of the game would have been decided–most community cards are revealed by then. Based on independent use of HS information, it is intuitive that a player with medium HS and diminished chance of winning should call if not fold, rather than raise, especially if the worth of the pot is not worth the effort to raise the bet. Apart from the above, a myriad of other scenarios with



Fig. 19 Plot of thresholds value against hand strength for Preflop/Flop (a) and Turn/River (b), for TR=0. Dotted line: raise threshold. Solid line: fold threshold



Fig. 20 Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Preflop/Flop and medium OR



Fig. 21 OR



Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Preflop/Flop and high
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Fig. 22 TR



Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Preflop/Flop and low



Fig. 23 TR



Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Preflop/Flop and high



Fig. 24 Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Turn/River and low OR



Fig. 25 Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Turn/River and medium OR



Fig. 26 Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Turn/River and high OR



Fig. 27 TR



Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Turn/River and low



Fig. 28 Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Turn/River and medium TR



Fig. 29 TR



Plots of thresholds against hand strength for Turn/River and high



addition of information like OR and TR to HS in the decision making process allows the EA to evolve a multitude of strategy variants that exhibit much greater complexity when it comes to deciding whether to fold, call or raise in different situations. Unlike the situations where TR is 0, it is no longer simply about folding if the HS is low and raising if the HS is high. Nonetheless, certain traits do remain unchanged in the considerably more sophisticated strategies. For instance, the fold thresholds in all scenarios consistently display a decreasing trend as HS improves. This indicates that the evolved strategy invariably folds less often as long as it acquires better chances of winning in any fixed scenario. The raise thresholds, on the other hand, undergo erratic variations across different scenarios, e.g., improvement in HS does not always entail a progressive decline in the raise threshold (Fig. 23) and are apparently not correlated to any one decision information. Such irregularities would suggest that raising in poker is a decision that is complex to make
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in nature. Further insights into the behavioral aspects of the evolved strategy can be gained by analyzing its traits under different game stages. 8.2.1 Preflop/Flop strategies It is observed that the strategy almost never folds as long as it has acquired at least a medium HS during Preflop/Flop, regardless of OR and TR. This “Call and see” nature – since a majority of the scenarios in Preflop/Flop proposes calling with a medium HS, spans from great optimism towards a possibility of achieving an even better hand in future stages. Such view is unshaken despite the disadvantageous situations where the opponent is perceived as having better chances of winning or when the pot size is just too low for fruitful contention. For low TR, the strategies across all OR values generally behaves in tandem to the HS, similarly to the results observed when TR is 0, e.g., {fold, call, raise} for {low, med, high} HS respectively. The only minor deviation occurs when OR is low, e.g., the opponent is perceived to have a low chance of winning (Fig. 22). Given a low HS, the evolved strategy justifies an action to call instead of fold as there is an equally probable chance of winning. For high TR, the evolved strategy almost never folds in the face of a pot with potentially huge winnings. This is true across all possible combinations of HS and OR values. Another interesting point that is observable from the raise threshold is bluffing. For med OR (Fig. 23), the evolved strategy tends to raise very often even when HS is low. This is an indication of bluffing and EA might have found this situation is good to attempt a bluff. However, such behavior is absent for the equivalent scenario when TR is low, since only a high TR warrants justification for taking the calculated risk of attempting to “scare” the opponent into folding with a raise. For high OR, the tendency to raise is greatly diminished at low HS in view of the larger perceived disparity in HS between the player and opponent as compared to the case of a med OR. From another perspective, the high possibility that the opponent will match up to any potential raise, owing to high confidence in his cards, also deters the player from raising and risking the likelihood of incurring more loses by doing so. In view of the large pot value, the player adopts a “Call and see” attitude instead of fold. The raising behavior is nonetheless shifted rightwards instead and exhibited for med HS. This signifies that the player is willing to adopt a bluff strategy only if his HS is not perceived to be too far off from his opponent’s. This will at least give the player a fair chance of winning in the event that the opponent did not fall for the bluff. When the player has high HS, the proposed strategy is to call and follow the opponent’s bet without sig-
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naling his confidence or weakness by raising or folding. This is similar for a player with med HS under med OR. The underlying stance is to get the opponent into subsequent stages before deciding whether to challenge him aggressively to the game. From Figs. 20 and 21, it is observed that the fold thresholds are generally lower if TR is higher, indicating that a player folds less frequent given a larger pot of potential winnings. As seen, no obvious relation of OR with the thresholds are observable from the figures when TR is low as bluff is triggered only when TR is high. This suggests that TR is more dominant than OR as a factor in triggering bluff. Once bluff is in place, it is then OR which is seen to affect the actual position in which bluff is performed. 8.2.2 Turn/River strategies As the game proceeds into the Turn/River, evolved strategies generally exhibit behavioral traits that are rather different from those in the Preflop/Flop. Such change is due largely to the huge reduction in the game’s uncertainty after the opening of three community cards after the Flop and an additional one on the Turn. It is clear that the prior conviction of not folding with at least a medium HS remains true only when TR is at least med during the “Turn/River”. Unlike the Preflop/Flop, a high HS is now strictly required to pursue a strategy of non-folding that is independent of OR and TR; since it gets increasingly harder for a player to alter his chances of winning when only one or no card is left to be dealt. As observed, HS is no longer the sole factor that affects decision making if there is only a fair chance of winning (med HS). In such cases, it would make ample sense to proceed on with the game only when rewards of the venture are worth the risks that the player has to undertake. Apart from TR, the decision making process in the Turn/River is also greatly affected by OR. As seen, the strategy almost never folds if OR is low, regardless of HS and TR (Fig. 24). As it is improbable that the player’s hand quality will undergo major changes upon uncovering another community card, the likelihood of winning is largely determined by the opponent’s HS. This is inferred indirectly from the OR information which reflects the opponent’s confidence and chances of winning. A low OR signifies a heightened chance to win irrespective of his current HS, which justify a strong tendency for the player to carry on with the game. Another interesting behavior that is identified is the fact that the strategy Always raises strongly if “OR is high and HS is high”, regardless of TR (Fig. 26). This is different from Preflop/Flop where the strategy will tend to bluff by calling in the same scenario if TR is high. Given that the showdown stage is drawing nearer, the strategy finds it beneficial to signal his true HS rather than con-
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cealing it. The reason for such a move is that the strategy would want to raise aggressively as a final attempt to deter the opponent with high OR from continuing the game. This might at the same time also scare an opponent who is bluffing with a high raising history into folding. When TR is low, the player’s decision is equally affected by both HS and OR, unlike the equivalent scenario in Preflop/Flop where HS exerts predominant effect. In general, but with the exception of “OR is med and HS is med”, the evolved strategy tends to raise if the player’s HS is higher or on par with OR and fold if otherwise. This shows that a relative comparison of the winning chances is crucial for decision making. As seen from a tendency to call under equivalent scenarios of med and high TR, the exception is due to the player’s unwillingness to risk losing more over a pot with low potential winnings. Exploring further, the evolved strategy raises very often if OR is low. This presents an interesting emergent behavior which shows that the strategy has a tendency to raise as long as the opponent’s chances of winning is perceived to be low (Fig. 27). Whilst the desire to raise for med or high HS is justified as an action to boost the low pot value and acquire more winnings from the relatively weaker opponent, the same action clearly has an ubiquitous element of bluff in the case of a low HS. By raising on a low HS, the player actually tries to conceal his weak HS position by creating a confident image, in the hope of misleading the weak opponent to believe that the player has a good HS. The opponent, who in fact has comparable HS, might just be tricked to fold on account of the perceived image and low pot size that is not worth to vie for. However, the EA does not find it desirable to attempt such bluff for med and high OR due to anticipation that the opponent might easily match the raise. This is shown by the large tendency to fold. Apart from low OR, the strategy also raises very often if HS is high (Fig. 27). The motivation behind such a raise is however very different from bluffing as the player is revealing his true position and relative confidence indirectly and using it as the basis to scare the opponent into folding. Overall, there are considerable more raises when TR is low as the strategy figures that it is not likely to lose much from raising, judging from the low contributions it has made to the pot thus far. In addition, the potential winnings can certainly be increased by raising. When TR is med, the tendency to raise when OR is low is weakened and the strategy calls more frequent in anticipation that the opponent will be tempted to match up to any raise on account of the higher pot value. Though the dominant strategy is still to fold when HS is low for OR is med or high (as in TR is low), the proposed action for a combination of HS is med and the same OR values is to call. In re-



sponse to a higher pot size, the strategy is now willing to call more frequently for situations where its HS is on par (“OR is med and HS is med”) or even lower (“OR is high and HS is med”) than its opponent’s perceived chance of winning. With an even higher TR (e.g., TR is high), the temptation of calling against an opponent with higher chances of winning is further extended at HS is med, turning the tendency to call into a raise. Although the strategy still raises often when HS is high, another situation of bluff is detected when OR is med and HS is high (Fig. 28). As opposed to the previous bluff position when “TR is low, HS is low and OR is low”, the strategy attempts to conceal its high HS by simply calling. The idea is to lead the opponent with OR is med further into the subsequent stages or even the showdown, so that higher winnings can be reaped eventually. With TR increasing to high, such deceptive behavior of calling with high HS against a weaker opponent of med OR continues to dominate, and with even higher probability. When TR is high, the proposed action is rather uncertain at HS is low, as seen from the close probabilities for fold, call and raise. This dilemma is probably due to conflicts between the rational action of folding against an opponent with higher OR on one hand and opposing action of calling on the game in view of the large amount that has been contributed to the pot thus far. As opposed to the “OR is med and HS is low” scenario in Preflop/Flop where the temptation of a high TR induces the strategy to attempt bluff by raising, this is no longer so in the Turn/River. This is because the opponent will tend to fold less often on account of the larger personal contribution and potential winnings that are at stake. However, consistent with Preflop/Flop, fold thresholds are generally lower if TR is high (Fig. 29), indicating that a player folds less frequent given a larger pot of potential winnings. On the whole, the Turn/River entails more complex strategy combinations for different scenarios as compared to the Preflop/Flop. With more certainty revealed, strategies no longer adopt the “Call and see” approach by postponing concrete decision making to the future but are more cautious in their decisions to fold, call, raise or even bluff. In combination, the pot’s worth, opponent’s perceived chances of winning, the player’s HS all exert crucial impact on the decision making process as the game draws nearer to the showdown. 8.3 Benchmarking The strategies that were evolved by EA were benchmarked against the poker A.I.s from the University of Alberta, namely PSOpti and Poki. PSOpti is a poker playing agent that specializes in two-player Texas Hold’em. By formulating its strategy using a pseudo-optimal game-theoretic approach [14] that is non-exploitive, PSOpti plays close to
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NE. Poki, on the other hand, is an agent that specializes in multi-player Texas Hold’em and employs opponent modeling [8–10] during game play. As a means of comparison, the evolved EA player (named Evobot) was setup to play against PSOpti for a game lasting 2000 rounds after every generation of evolution. Fig. 30 shows the resultant winning trace of Evobot across generation. The unit of winnings used is small bet per hand (sb/h), which is calculated by dividing the money won by the small bet amount, which is $2 in the program, by the number of rounds played, e.g., 2000. From the plot, it is apparent that Evobot improves its overall performance and narrows the inter-strategy score margin as the generation advances. Relative to PSOpti, performance of Evobot is slightly lower owing to the mere 3 by 3 by 5 array that is used to represent the strategy chromosomal structure. This is a foreseeable outcome as it is unlikely for any optimum strategy that surpasses PSOpti, if there really is one, to be fully represented within the bounds of the much constrained data structure. Attempts to improve performance by increasing the representation size is greatly hindered by huge computational space and time that are involved in the poker simulation. Even so, close eventual performance of Evobot to PSOpti is, nonetheless, an indicator that effective evolution is taking place via the efficient exploitation of the strategy structure.
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winnings trace against PSOpti, losses decrease as generation advances. Results signify that EA is able to evolve strategies that are similarly adaptable to players that specialize in two or multi-player Texas Hold’em alike. The evolved Nash optimal player is then played against both PSOpti and Poki for 10000 rounds each. Table 4 shows the overall winnings of the final average strategy. Though lower, its performance is comparable to both its opponents. As a benchmark of comparison, it is known that a player who folds every single hand will win by –0.75 sb/h. It is also found that a strategy who Always call scores {–0.505, –0.537} sb/h when playing against PSOpti and Poki respectively while one that Always raise scores a corresponding {–0.319, –2.285} sb/h [14]. In relative terms, Evobot’s respective performance of {–0.2296, –0.1670} sb/h is significantly higher than these strategies and is far from being bad when considering the search limitations that are imposed by the constrained strategy structure on the EA. Table 4
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8.4 Efficiency



Fig. 30



Winnings of Evobot vs. PSOpti against generation of evolution



Evobot was also setup to play against Poki after every five generations, with each game lasting 4000 rounds. Despite higher starting losses (Fig. 31), the performance of Evobot is almost on par and only trails behind slightly. As in the



Fig. 31



Winnings of Evobot vs. Poki against generation of evolution



Figure 32 shows the plot of the time taken against generation. At the start of simulation, the time taken to complete all the games in one generation is relatively small. This is largely due to the random strategies that the candidates tend to adopt. As more generations elapse, the candidates start to adopt better strategies that inevitably cause a typical game to last longer. The time taken per generation eventually stabilizes at around 9000 seconds. At this rate, it takes approximately 27 days to reach 271 generations where the evolution process stabilizes. This constitutes a limitation as to why a large data structure is not used to represent strategies. De-



Fig. 32



Plot of time taken against generation
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spite the fairly long process time taken to evolve competent strategies, which is typical for games of such nature, it is to be noted that no expert knowledge, e.g., opponent modeling, is injected at all throughout the entire evolution process. This is perhaps one aspect that the EA can value-add to the existing methods of training good poker players.



) *   This paper had demonstrated the possibility of applying EA to the development of a competitive computer poker player that specialized in Texas Hold’em. Game theory was first applied to analyze a simplified version of the game. Knowledge gained from the analysis was used as guidelines to design an evolutionary model for the purpose of achieving strategies that play at NE. From analysis, the player that was evolved by the EA not only displayed strategies that are logical, but also reveal insights that are not easily comprehensible. Some of these insights even include bluffing indicators. An attempt to attain the Nash optimal strategy was made by finding the average of strategies from generation 172 to 271. This strategy, named Evobot, was benchmarked against existing poker A.I.s PSOpti and Poki. Despite the much constrained chromosomal strategy representation, differences in score margins between Evobot and the opponents were low, signifying that EA was good at exploiting the structure of the problem to attain near NE solutions. Although EA tends to take a fairly long time to evolve a stable strategy, no expert knowledge is required at all throughout the entire process. EA is able to adapt and develop good strategies by simply playing continuously over time. Future works can be embarked to improve the current model from several perspectives. Better strategies can be evolved by simply increasing the precision of strategy parameters, e.g., splitting hand strength information into more intervals or by including more parameters like player position information in the model. Such are, however, subjected to the availability of computational resources. The evolutionary process can also be sped up by injecting expert knowledge in the form of fixed non-evolving opponents. Though these players do not evolve, they affect the fitness of evolving players and play a crucial role in shaping their strategies. Finally, a better fitness criterion or tournament model can also be devised so that fluctuations due to intransitivity can be further reduced.



+!!  + ,   ! -    • Each card has a value (A, K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,



3, 2) and a suit (♠, ♣, , ). The values from largest to smallest are: A, K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2. All suits are equal. • In Texas Hold’em, it is to be noted that each player form the best 5-cards combination from the seven cards they can use. The unused two cards are not used in any way in determining whose combination has a higher ranking. • The highest ranked combination is the “Royal Flush”. It is made up of the cards A, K, Q, J, 10 of any suits. All royal flush are equal. • The 2nd ranked combination is “Straight Flush” and is made up of any five consecutive cards of the same suit. If there is more than one “Straight Flush”, the one that is made up of larger values is higher ranked, otherwise they are equal. • The 3rd ranked combination is “Four of a Kind”, made up of four cards of the same value and one any other card. A “Four of a Kind” with larger value for the four same-valued cards will be higher ranked than one with a smaller value. If there are still ties, the value of the 5th card will determine the better combination. If all the cards are equal in value, then the combinations are also equal. • The 4th ranked combination is “Full House”, made up of three cards of the same value and another two cards of the same value. For more than one “Full House”, the one with larger value for three cards wins. If there is still a tie, one with larger value for two cards wins. • The 5th ranked combination is “Flush”, which is made of all five cards of the same suit. If there is more than one “Flush”, the one with the higher highest value wins. If the highest values are equal, then the next highest value is compared and so on. • The 6th ranked combination is “Straight”, consisting of five cards of consecutive values. A “Straight” made up of larger values will be bigger than one with smaller values. • The 7th ranked combination is “Three of a Kind”. The “Three of a Kind” with larger value for the three samevalued cards will be ranked higher. Otherwise the larger of the last two cards will be compared, finally followed by the last card. • The 8th ranked combination is “Two pairs”. If there are more than one “Two pairs”, the larger pair of all combinations will be compared. The largest of them will be ranked the highest. If the larger pairs are all equal, the smaller pairs will be compared. If there is still a tie, the last card with the highest value will be highest ranked, otherwise all are equal.
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Fig. A.1 Name of poker cards combinations



• The 9th ranked combination is the “Pair”. A “Pair” with higher valued pair will be larger than one with the smaller value. If the “Pairs” are the same, then each remaining card will be compared staring with the largest one. • The smallest combination is the “High Card”. If there is more than one “High Card”, the largest card of each player will be compared first. If it is still tied, then the next largest card will be compared, and so on.
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